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(Trade) Intraday trading volume of Korean allowances and credits (KAU18, KAU19, KOC) from January
2018 to August 2019 totaled to 9.3 million tons of which 61% or 5.7 million tons are dealt through bilateral
transactions.
From January to 2018 to July 2019, the cumulative trading volume of KAU18 was 6.1 million tons, of
which 2.4 million tons (39.6%) were sold through intraday exchanges and 3.7 million tons (60.4%)
through negotiated trading.
OTC transactions since May 2019 accounted for 52.8% of the total trade and it is estimated to be more of
KAU18  KAU19 SWAP transactions.
(Price) KAU18 price continuously increased since August of last year but temporarily dropped the line
in mid-May 2019 due to the talks of the carryover restrictions and expected supply of large volume of
surplus. However, by the end of May, prices swiftly rebounded after the finalization of the new
measures—a pattern different from the price hikes seen in Phase 1 whenever the government introduces
intervention measures. This is assumed to be because the allowances were not from the government
reserves and that all compliance entities, regardless of their current long or short positions, fear that supply
issues in the future might turn them into an emission-deficient entity.
KAU18 has traded at the level of KRW 28,000 for two months until a buying chase started raising prices
and in August, KAU18 has exceeded the psychological resistance level of KRW 30,000 amid solid price
increases due to limited supply and has been trading at the higher spectrum of KRW 29,000 for the whole
month.
(Buy/Sell) Out of 26 industries, 21 are active buying sectors lead by the power generation/energy sector
at 71.2% followed by petrochemicals (8.3%), industrial complexes (4.8%), waste (3.8%), and steel
industries at 7.8%. On the other hand, 24 sectors are active in selling with the power generation/energy
sector topping all other sectors at 24.6%, followed by cement (16.4%), collective energy (14%), steel
(7.8%) and petrochemicals (6.5%).
Negotiations and OTC deals are the most preferred by big companies and many of the large-scale
transactions are understood to have been completed in July leaving most of the remaining transactions to
small and medium-sized companies.
(Compliance) It was confirmed that some companies have yet to fully secure their deficiencies even after
borrowing 15% of their allowances a month ahead of the compliance deadline. However, it is expected
that no company will be subject to penalties as the shortage is not large and there is still time to buy
permits. For this reason, it is also expected that no market stabilization reserves will be supplied by the
government.
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KAU18 Trading Trends (August 2019)

 KAU18 traded a total of
948,483 tons in August
 The average monthly trading
volume between May and
August was 1.1 million tons
accounting for 63.1 of the total
trading volume
 KAU18 reached KRW 30,500
mid-month before ending the
month at KRW 29,950, up by
4.72% compared to the first
day of August
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KAU19 Trading Trends (August 2019)

 KAU19 reached the price of
KRW 30,200, the highest
since its listing
 The average trading price is
KRW 29,491 with average
increases of KRW 1,025
 Intramarket trading volume
of the month is about
250,000 tons
 80% of the month’s volume
traded through intraday deals
and 78.6% of August’s
volume traded in the last six
trading days
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KOC Trading Trends (August 2019)

 Due to rising KAU prices,
KOC price rose to KRW
30,100 in the middle of
August and has stayed at the
same level until the end of the
month
 KOC’s total trade volume
amounted to 190,000 tons
with the average trading price
of KRW 29,742, an increase
of KRW 1,392 from the
previous month
 About 2.2 million tons of
KOCs were issued in July
through three certification
committees. However, this
has been insignificant to the
market as majority have been
traded OTC or kept for own
use
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The supply rate in June was 123.6% as the banking restrictions was enforced but the rate dropped to a
half (58.5%) in August. After July, the buy orders exceeded KRW 30,000 as buying orders surpassed the
volume of selling orders. On the 16th of August, units were traded at a record high of KRW 31,000.
Due to the demand from lacking companies that failed to complete their purchases ahead of KAU18’s
banking and borrowing applications and KAU18 submissions, the transaction rate based on selling orders
rose by 18.3% to 47.5% in comparison to the previous month.
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Over-the-Counter Transactions (January 2018 – August 2019)
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MONTHLY AUCTION

Auctioned Permits
Total number of received bids
Bid Rate
Participating companies
Winning companies
Lowest Bid Price
Highest Bid Price
Market Closing Price
Winning Bid Price
Total amount of bids won
Total value of bids won

August
550,000 tons
834,000 tons
152%
9
7
KRW 25,000
KRW 33,000
KRW 30,200
KRW 29,050
550,000 tons
KRW 15,977,500,000



Seven companies won 550,000 tons of KAU19 at a bid price of KRW 29,050. The lowest bid price
was KRW 25,000 while the highest was KRW 33,000, still lower than the secondary market price.



KAU18 and KAU19 prices maintained their daily increases influencing the clearing price for this
month, a KRW 1,350 difference from the previous auction price.



So far, all clearing prices of this year’s auctions were lower than the secondary market price, except
those from the month of January and February.



The number of participating companies is 10 or less, which is only 7.9% of the total allowance quota
(126 companies) while the bidding ratio fell in the range of 130% - 150% since March.



It is expected that KAU19 bid price may increase further in the future as the demand is anticipated to
increase after the delisting of KAU18.
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MARKET OUTLOOK
(Market)
(Near-term) Actual transactions of KAU18 is expected to be completed after the end of the banking and
borrowing application period (August 30 – September 11), and the buy/sell orders of allowances will
significantly decrease after September.
(Long-term) According to Ecoeye’s supply and demand analysis, the second phase is expected to be a
supply-deficient period. As allowance quota decreases, short companies are starting to increase in number.
It is expected that the release of a portion of MSR and market-maker reserves is inevitable.
Accordingly, some large companies are already actively purchasing allowance at the current market price
level to secure their supplies and are also keeping their eyes on the value of SWAP transactions for the
third phase.
(Price) Price volatility is expected to increase temporarily due additional demand and last-minute buying
of allowances as companies take advantage of the remaining surplus before the completion of the
carryover/borrowing application period.
The current market is expected to trade in the level between the support price of KRW 28,000 and the
resistance price of KRW 31,000.
After the surrender of allowances for the 2018 implementation cycle, it is expected that the market will
enter a stagnant period but allowances prices will continue its modest increases as the demand for
allowances remains.
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Table 1. K-ETS Phase 2 (2018-2020) Schedule
1Q
Jan

2018
(1st Year)

Mar

2Q
2: KAU 18 Listing
~31: MP submitted by new
entities of 2nd year
~31: 2017 MP submission
application for additional
allocation

May

23: First auction of allowances
13: Second auction of allowances
13: Third auction of allowances
~31: 2018 emissions certification
and MP submission
(est) 2018 additional allocation
application

Apr
May

1Q
Jan
Feb
Mar

2019
(2nd Year)

Jun

3Q
30: 2017 notification of certified
emissions/additional quota
~11: 2017 banking application (borrowing X,
5/31~)
22: KCU 18 Listing
~29: notification/application for appeals

2Q

Jun

Jul

Aug

1Q

Jul

Aug

Mar
2020
(3rd Year)

2Q
~15: (est) 2019 request for MP
review
~31: (est) 2019 emissions
certification and MP submission
(est) 2019 application for
additional allocation

May
Jun

Mar
2021

~15: (est) 2020 request for MP
review
~31: (est) 2020 emissions
certification and MP
submission
(est) application for additional
allocation

2Q
May
Jun

1: (est) deadline of notification of
complaints/objections
10: (est) Seventh auction of allowances
~29: (est) notification of results (carry-over)
~31: (est) designation and notification of new
entrants
2: 2018 additional quota/cancellation
amount notification of results
14: (est) Eight auction of allowances
11: (est) carry-over/borrowing
11: (est) Ninth auction of allowances
~30: surrender of allowances (incl. companies
with complaints)

Oct

Jul

31: (est) 2020 notification of certified
emissions/additional allocation
~10: (est) 2020 banking of allowances (borrowing
X)
~30: (est) surrender of allowances
(est) 2020 notification of appeals

3Q
July
Aug

31: Phase 2 Quota Notification
8: KAU19/KAU20 Listing
~31: 2018 request for MP review

4Q

3Q
31: (est) 2019 notification of certified
emissions/additional allocation
~10: (est) 2019 allowance banking and borrowing
~30: (est) 2019 surrender of allowances
(est) 2019 notification/application for
appeals

Aug

1Q
Jan

Oct
Nov
Dec

3Q
10 Fourth auction of allowances
8: Fifth auction of allowances
31: 2018 notification of certified emissions/
allocation addition or cancellation
10: (est) Operation of market maker system
12: (est) Sixth auction of allowances

Sep

Jan

4Q
~02: 2017 Emission certificate submission
(5/31 ~)
~02: Application for ETS Voluntary
Participation
31: designation and notification of new
entrants
~09: 2017 Submission of emission allowance
10: Delisting of KAU17/KCU17
31: Phase 2 Allocation

Nov
Dec

1: Delisting of KAU18/KCU18
8: (est) Tenth auction of allowances
13: (est) Eleventh auction of allowances
11: (est) Twelfth auction of allowances

4Q
31: (est) notification of results
(complaints/objection)
~31: (est) Phase 3 Allocation Plan
(est) Phase 3 Assignment of compliance
entities
(est) designation and notification of new
entrants
~10: (est) 2019 surrender of allowances (for
companies with objection)
~31: (est) Phase 3 application for allowances
allocation

Oct

4Q
31: (est) notification of results
(complaints/objections)
~9: (est) 2020 surrender of allowances (for
companies with objections)

31: (est) notification of Phase 3 allocation
quota

[Disclaimer]
This newsletter is intended solely for
information purposes and is published once a
month by Ecoeye International.
It may contain forward-looking statements,
uncertainties and assumptions which reflect
our view with respect to the current and
future performance of the market. Although
we try to provide quality information, actual
results may differ due to other factors;
therefore, we do not guarantee the accuracy,
completeness, reliability and suitability of the
contents of this newsletter. Any decision made
or action taken in reliance on the information
is strictly at your own risk. In no event will we
be liable for any loss or damage including
without limitation, indirect or consequential
loss or damage, or any loss or damage arising
out of, or in connection with, the use of this
newsletter
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[About Us]
Ecoeye is a carbon specialist firm with a strong track record
on emission reduction project development and a leading
offset provider in Korea. We provide carbon trading
services, ETS advisory and domestic market analysis and
forecasting
[Contact Us]
Carbon Market Research Team
Hyunshin Park
Team Leader
phs0321@ecoeye.com
Maureen Lee
Publisher/Market Analyst
mlee@ecoeye.com

For offset project partnership, offset trading and other
inquiries, you may reach us at info@ecoeye.com
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